Time information of the input data is used for evaluating the goodness of the Self-Organizing Map to store and represent temporal feature vector sequences. A new node neighborhood is defined for the map which takes the temporal order of the input samples into account.
Introduction
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [3, 51 is an unsupervised artificial neural network which defines a nonlinear transform from the input space to the set of nodes in the output space. Each node is associated with a model in the input space. Through an unsupervised learning process, these models become specially tuned and organized according to input patterns. The learning algorithm which leads to self-organization can be simplified into two steps [3, 51: for each input sample, 1) the best-matching unit of the map is found by using the chosen similarity measure, and 2) the model of this unit as well as the models of its topological neighbors are adapted towards the input sample. Updating of the reference models can be done incrementally after each input sample or in a batch process [5] .
In this work the time information of the input samples is taken into account when constructing the connections between map nodes. The reference models associated with the SOM nodes are first trained in the usual way, treating the input samples as static, separate vectors and defining the node neighborhood on the regular map grid. Once the map has been trained, old node connections are removed and new connections are created according to the best-matching unit trajectories corresponding to the temporal input sample sequences. SOM trainiig can then be continued by us-0-7803-5529-6/99/$10.00 01999 IEEE ing the new node connections as a neighborhood when adapting the reference models. Node connections represent signal paths in the input space and two input items which occur close to each other in time are mapped to neighboring map nodes. This time-topology preserving network is able to store and preserve temporal relations of the input items.
Map lattice
Neighborhood is an essential part of the SOM. It can be defined as a closeness of the map units in the output space. If that is a vector space, each map unit is provided with a position there. Depending on these positions, the lattice is then either regular or irregular. Although the word lattice may imply some kind of regularity, in this paper it is used to denote any kind of node arrangement.
Instead of defining the output space in the vector space, another possibility is to consider only connections between the map units. The SOM network can be described as a graph, where vertices denote the map units and edges denote the adjacency between them. In this caSe the familiar Euclidean distance, like any other vector-space distance, cannot be used for measuring the relative positions of the nodes in the network. Then the graph distance can be used, which also satisfies the properties of a true metric.
The choice of the node connections, and thus the neighborhood, affects highly the capability of the SOM to preserve the topology of the input in the mapping. Perfect topology preservation requires that adjacent input items are mapped t o adjacent (or identical) map nodes. Since the map can be divided into nodes and their connections, and one node is associated with a reference model representing the local input space only, topology preservation is a demand for the network as an entity. The node connections play the key role at this. 
Time topology
Usually the map lattice is a regular grid where a symmetric neighborhood function is defined. Other map topologies which have been experimented include the m i n i u m spanning tree [l] and the Neural Gas network [7] . The main idea in the current work is to consider the time information of the input when forming the node connections and defining the neighborhood. A straightforward way to do this is to connect those two nodes which are the best-matching units for two consecutive input samples in time. Since any two nodes can be connected independently of their Euclidean distance on the regular map lattice, the new connections may provide "worm-holes" to the original map lattice space.
Different types of node connections are illustrated in 
Experiments with speech data
The SOM with the time topology was experimented with speech data. 15 male speakers and 5 female speakers had each uttered four times the vocabulary of 22 Finnish command words. Feature sequences were computed from these 1760 utterances. They consisted of 10-dimensional cepstrum vectors which were computed from 16 ms time windows with 8 ms time spans.
One experiment consisted of training the SOM and meating the time topology. The average quantization error and the word recognition error was then computed using a separate test set. Dserent types of node connections were used for the comparison of the timetopology network. In each experiment, the test set consisted of 88 feature sequences from one speaker and the training set consisted of 1672 feature sequences from the rest of the speakers. The tests were repeated 20 times, each When computing the quantization error and the word recognition error, test sequences were encoded into map node sequences so that each feature vector sequence was projected on the map as an entity. The map node trajectory corresponding to the input sequence was computed using dynamic time-warping (91. The node sequence which had the minimum cumulative sum of the squared vector distances between the model vector of the node and the feature vector of the input sequence and which formed a connected path in the network was the resulting sequence. In every node transition in the sequence, one feature vector of the input sequence was expended and a transition from one node to another was allowed only if there existed a connection between them. This approach resembles the Viterbi search (81, the only difference was that instead of state and transition probabilities, a quantization error between the reference vectors and the input feature vectors was used.
Distances along the map lattice have earlier been used for evaluating the goodness of the map in [6] and [2]. But in those works, the path on the map has been computed between two best-matching units for one input vector, not for the whole input vector sequence.
SOM training with the regular map lattice
Reference models of the SOM were 10-dimensional feature vectors. Eight different initial map lattices were experimented. These were 1-, 2-, 3-, and Cdimensional hypercubes, and for each of them, two different map sizes were experimented. Initialization of the reference vectors was done according to the principal components of the feature vectors in the training set. The largest eigenvalues of the c o h a n c e matrix of the trainiig set determined the ratio of the side lengths of the map lattice. The reference vectors were initialized according to the lattice coordinates of the map nodes so that each component of the lattice coordinate vector referred to one eigenvector of the covariance matrix. These eigenvectors corresponded to the largest eigenvalues. The mean of the training vectors was then added to the reference vectors in order to move the center of the initial map to the data mean. The side lengths of the map lattice had to be integer numbers and the total number of the nodes was limited to be either 120 or 420. Since the largest eigenvalues of all 20 Merent trainiig sets were almost equal, the sizes of the map lattices used in the experiments were fixed. These are shown in Table 1 .
Map training was done using the Batch-Map algorithm . In this phase of the experiment the neighborhood of the nodes was defined on the regular map grid. A Gaussian neighborhood function was used with slowly decreasing kernel width in order to preserve the map orderliness as well as possible. The initial map was ordered due to the initialization procedure described above.
After map training, old node connections were removed and new connections were created. Four different methods were now experimented:
Node connections according to the regular map lattice. In the N-dimensional hypercube each node which is not on the edge of the lattice has 2N neighboring units inside the radius of one grid unit length; two neighbors for each lattice dimension.
Neural Gas -type connections. Those two nodes are connected which are the best-and secondbest-matching units to one input sample. This gives the node topology approximating the data manifold of the static input items.
Time topology. A connection is created between two nodes which are the best-matching units for two successive input samples in time.
All nodes are connected to each other. This network forms a complete graph.
The number of the node connections in the network u s ing the four different methods described above is shown in Table 2 . One connection is a directed one, and therefore a l l symmetric connections are counted as two. Only in time-topology networks, the connections were not symmetric. In all types of the node connection, there was a self-connection from each node to itself. This enables the time-warping of the input sequence when it is encoded to the node sequence.
Quantization errors of the test sequences were used to investigate the goodness of different map topologies. Each sum of the squared vector distances was divided by the length of the input sequence and these quantization errors were then averaged over all test sequences. The results are shown in Table 3 . Since the prototype vectors were fixed before changing the node connections in each experiment, the results using different topologies can be easily compared. Some comparisons can also be made between diiTerent map lattices. The width of the Gaussian neighborhood kernel was 1.0 at the end of the training for all map lattices in the experiments. It can be expected that the quantization error increases as a function of the lattice dimension if the number of the map nodes is kept the same and transitions from one node to all others are allowed. This is because the map becomes more stB when the lattice dimension grows; the number of the map nodes inside a constant neighborhood radius increases. But if the quantization error is computed along the node connections on the regular map lattice and if the lattice dimension is too low for the input, although the map is flexible, the quantization error of the input sequence may be large if there are rapid transitions between successive input vectors. In a higher-dimensional map, the number of connections between any two nodes on the map lattice is smaller which increases the tolerance to the rapid changes in the input sequence, but the reference vectors are then not necessarily spread to the whole input space due to the stiifness of the map.
The best lattice of the regular hypercubes seems to be three-dimensional, see the row "radius 1" in Table 3 . However, although almost all phonemes of Finnish were represented in the current speech material, only a fraction of the phoneme transitions were represented. Therefore, for a larger speech material, a higher-dimensional map lattice could be better.
The quantization error of the input sequences computed along the map topology gives information about the capability of the map to represent temporal data se quences. But if the prototype vectors are kept fixed, and only the node connections are recreated, it is clear that the lowest quantization error is achieved when each node has connections to all other nodes in the network.
However, this does not give information about the signal paths or the topology of the input data sequences. If the ability of the map to represent signal paths is of interest, the same node connections which were used in the SOM training should be used when computing the quantization error. Then the time topology is the best choice. Neural Gas -type connections do not necessarily give continuous connections to the whole input sequence because they give the topology only for the static input data manifold. 
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Aforementioned quantization error of the sequences does not necessarily give easily the information of the capability of the network to store and represent sequences. This is because those results can be compared only relatively. Therefore the performance of the network was investigated in the speech recognition task. The prototype vectors of the aforementioned node sequences were matched against the reference templates of spoken words. Dynamic timewarping was used to compute the distance between sequences [9]. From the speech-recognition point of view, the original unquantized input sequences could have been used now, but the main idea in this test was t o investigate the capability of the network to store and represent sequences.
One reference template was used for each word class.
It was a classwise median sequence of the training set. A median sequence is a sequence with the smallest s u m of distances to other sequences in the set (41.
Recognition results using the prototype vectors of the node sequences are shown in Table 4 . For comparison, the unquantized test sequences were also matched against the reference templates. Then the average recognition rate was 96.2 per cent.
Another experiment was carried out in parallel with the previous test. After Batch-Map training, the map nodes were labeled using phonetically presegmented training data. Each map node received a probabilistic label vector. The dimension of the label vector was 19 since there were altogether 19 merent phonemes in the words of the vocabulary. The value of each label vector component of one node was determined by the number of the times that node was the best-matching unit to the data vector from the corresponding phoneme class. All vectors were then normalized to be unit vectors.
Encoding of the input feature sequence to the node sequence was done as before, i.e., finding the map node trajectory in the feature space along the node connections, but after that the probability label vectors of the nodes were used in matching the map node sequence against the reference templates. Again, one reference template was used for each word class. That reference template represented ideal phoneme sequence, i.e., in each vector of the reference sequence there was only one nonwo component Corresponding to the correct 8 with 420 nodes phoneme in the sequence and the rest of the components were zeros. The lengths of the phoneme segments in the reference templates were average lengths of the phoneme segments in the training set. The recognition results of this test are shown in Table 5 .
The motivation for this experiment was t o test how well the network is able to produce quasiphoneme sequences. Since the network allows decoding of arbitrary feature sequences, word recognition with unlimited vocabulary can be performed in such phonetic languages as Finnish. The conversion from the node sequence t o the symbol sequence can utilize simiiar techniques as has been used in [lo].
SOM training using the time topology
In the previous experiments, the prototype vectors associated with the SOM nodes were trained by using the neighborhood on the regular map lattice after which the prototype vectors were fixed. Now their training was continued so that in each batch round the u p dating neighborhood was newly defined according to the time topology. The Batch-Map algorithm was performed five rounds with the constant neighborhood radius. The neighborhood function which was 1 to the best-matching unit itself, e-ll2 to its time-topological neighbor, and zero otherwise, was weighted according to the strength of the node connection. This was determined by the number of the input sample pairs cor- responding to each node connection. The final neighborhood function of each node was then normalized so that it summed to one.
The number of the node connections, quantization error, and recognition results are shown in Tables 2,3,4 , and 5 , corresponding to the row "time2".
The results using the time-topological node neighborhoods when adapting the reference vectors of the SOM are mutually very simiiar for different initial map lattices (lD, 2D, 3D, and 4D-hypercubes). Quantization error of the test sequences decreased considerably compared to the results of the previous experiments. This is very satisfactory and shows the d e c t of the proposed method. It is interesting to find also that the number of the node connections decreased in the network during training. This can be seen by investigating the rows "timel" and "time2" in Table 2 . This concentration of the node connections and represented signal paths is an interesting emergent feature of the network.
When comparing the results of the speech recognition experiments it should be noted that the network was trained for representing the sequences, not for discriminating different classes. However, the results are better than those of the previous experiments and very close t o the results of using unquantized input sequences. Nevertheless, supervised discriminative training could also be applied to the network with the time topology.
Conclusions
In this work, the Self-organizing Map was provided with the time topology. Construction of such a map was here done in two steps, first training the SOM in the usual way, considering the input samples as static vectors and defining the node neighborhood on the regular map lattice. In the second phase old node connections were removed and new connections were created according to the time information of the input samples. The learning was then continued with the new node topology and neighborhood. Creating the time topology requires to seek the best-matching unit for each input sample. The two nodes which are the best-matching units for two successive input samples in time are connected. The resulting network gives a representation of temporal signal paths in the input space. This was experimented with the feature vector sequences computed from speech.
